JACQUES MEHLER
C.N.R.S.

In a recent editoriall

we sugge:sted that e\'ery piece- of behavioral research must be
understoo d as presupposing a socio -political stance. Often the issues addressed in such
stances are diffuse or benign. Howe\'er, in certain cases, e.g., 'pure' research on 'ncial'
differences, the presupposition is defmite and may be socially obnoxious. We suggested
that such research presupposes racism and must he assessed in that light.
Dr. Schnaitter'l has replied to this with a number of points:
1) A scientist's personaJ motivation is not relevant to judging his work. For example,
Kepler's romantic concern with the 'music of the spheres' did not invalidate his laws of
planetary acceleration.
2} Political questions are not matters of Jogic but of persuasion and should be kept out of
scientific- interpretation.
3) IQ research does not logically 'entail' racism or elitism.
4) Science is not as objective as some have thought, but it is not a 'miasma of
subjecth·ity' either.
The reply to the substantive points (1-3) is stated or entailed in our editoriaL
Dr. Schnaitter's failure to understand our argument~ is particlllarly remarkable in light of
-his obvious mastery of logic and English. We retllrn to this matter below in conjunction
Vioiththe f01Jrth point. First we reply to his flIst argument.
We are not concerned with the personal motivations of researchers like Jensen and
Hermstein but with the logical distinctions presupposed by their research program.
Similarl}' the presuppositiom inherent to Kep!er's Jaws of accelerntion are scientifically
acceptable regardless of his personal motivation, e.g., that there are planets and a sun,
that one can view a planetary orbit in time as subtending an angle in a two-dimensional
plane, that in conjunction with the OIbit as the third side the angle defrnes a trianguloid
area. These presuppositions were necessary prerequisites for the fonnulation of the
constant-area·law governing accelera"tion changes in orbits.
If we turn to Jensen's writings and a~ the same sort of question. we find that his work
L See Editorial. Cog., 2 (1), 7 - L1
2. See prooed ing article in this issue.
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must presuppose that th.ere are 'races" that there is a society-free capacity caned
<intelligence', that 'IQ' measures it, etc. One ma}' or may not frod such presuPPollitions
justified or repugnant; howe';er, they are necessary prerequisites for Jemen's conclusion
that one race is more intelligent than another- In this sen·se this research 'pre;uppose,'
racism.
Herrnstein present> the parallel presupposition »••ith respect to 'elitism'~ To conclude
that the· 'upper dasse,' are where they are becaulle of biologically transmitted capacity
makes the Smle assumptio ns as Jensen (excepting the ra.cial one). In addit ion this line of
argument presupposes a social world in which the b iologicaUy fittest become members of
the <upper classes', i.e., that the elite biologically belong where they are. One may agree
or disagree that Western society is elitist in this \ovay. However, it is a necessary
prerequisite for Herrnstein's conclusion that social standing is becoming increasingly
detennined by bio logical capacity.
We agree that a researcher who argues against these authors may choose to accept such
presuppositions (e.g., Scarr-Salapetek, as suggested by Schnaitter); they may then argue
ithat the conclusions do not foJ/ow, either for reasons of logic or of fact. Many authors
lhave done this, and we do not judge their intentiom any mnre than we do Jensen's or
Hermstein's. How·ever, it remains the c~se that many such counter-arguments also
presuppose r.acism or elitism, albeit pro tem urgumenris. Often they show that such a
presupposition leads to a logical or empirical fallacy: Such a demonstration is a classic
method in logic to demomtrate that a proposed presupposition is in fact invalid. In this
sense all research on r.lce or IQ does presuppose racism or elitism, at least as a start ing
point; however, sometimes it is useful to fight real fire with temporarily controUed fire.
We do not see our approach as indicating that science is a <miasma of subjectivity'. It is
instructn'e that Dr. Schnaitter does see our view as suggesting this. We suspect that he is
(representafu'e of most of our colleaglies. His concern refiects a point that we ha\'e
f.emphallized in our editorials and elsewhere: So Ion.!!as there is no theory of the relatioB
(between behavioral science and its social context, scientists will beat the mercy of the
hatter and society of the fonner. It is the absence of such ~ theory that makes our
~coneagues shrink back from \'iewing behavioral science as a social phenomenon because
~such a yiew indeed makes science look like a subjectil'e miasma. nus need not be perhaps the one positive result from the current tedious discussions of 'race' will be mit illl
steps towards such a theory. We urge our coUeagtles· to address titis problem above all
~:otheN - it would be nice to know what we are about.
u
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